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Readers have the opportunity to enter the world of college football and follow one player through
his experiences on the gridiron of the Southeastern Conference for the Auburn Tigers. A Tiger’s
Walk observes him as he battles the highs and lows of championship and losing seasons,
coaching hirings and firings, and personal success and tragedy.Born and raised in Birmingham,
Alabama, the self-proclaimed “football capital of the South,” Rob Pate grew up well aware of the
significance of college football in his home state. At the age of five he embarked on a journey in
football that carried him from a proud youth league ballpark in small-town Alabama to the
splendor of SEC football, as well as to the National Football League.Readers can gain an
understanding of daily life in college football from the perspective of someone who recently
stepped off the field for the very last time. This is one Tiger’s walk in the world of today’s student
athlete, helping fans watch from the sidelines and become one of the team.

About the AuthorRob Pate was born and raised in Birmingham, Alabama. A four-year starter in
football, basketball, and baseball, and the winner of the Class 5-A Bryant-Jordan Achievement
Scholarship, he accepted an athletic scholarship to play football for the Auburn Tigers. As a four-
year starter for the Tigers, he was a member of many All-Conference teams, a two-time
Academic All-America All-District selection, a four-time SEC Honor Roll recipient, and the Pat
Dye Leadership Award winner. He lives in Birmingham, Alabama, with his wife of sixteen years,
Dana, and their five children. Pate was named the 2013 Alabama Young Optometrist of the Year,
the 2014 American Optometric Association Young Optometrist of the Year, and the 2015 Young
Optometrist of the South. Pate is a columnist at AuburnUndercover.com.ReviewReviews of
some of our other popular sports titles:Amazing Tales from the 2004 Boston Red Sox Dugout:
The Greatest Stories from a Championship Season (Tales from the Team)by Jim Prime
(Author)A look back on a special time for Redsox fans.By Henry Hazel on April 19, 2014Its hard
to believe that it was ten years ago that the seeming impossible happened. Amazing Tales is a
look inside the special 2004 season. This is a must read for every Redsox fan. The memories
and feelings that come rushing back as you move through the book are priceless. Jim has
chosen an incredible lineup of players and team officials to help tell the story of 2004. There is a
great cross section of stars and bench players so you see the season from a number of view
points. Certainly a great read coming off last years win and gets you ready for another season,
hopefully, of highs. There is a great selection of photos in the book aswell. Give this book a read
you will not be disappointed.Eli Manning: The Making of a Quarterbackby Ralph
VacchianoPowerful and informativeBy SGA on April 21, 2013Excellent insight into the true
personality behind "Easy E" and the plight and ordeal that all QB face. Highly recommended, not
only to Big Blue fans but all sports fan.Tales from the New England Patriots Sideline: A



Collection of the Greatest Patriots Stories Ever Toldby Mike FelgerGreat historyBy BASILEAVES
on April 28, 2013If you love the NE Patiots as much as I do, you'll love this early history of the
team. From the Sullivans to Victor Kiam, it recounts the various owners, reminds us of some of
the most memorable players, games and circumstances. Outstanding!Chill Factor: How a Minor-
League Hockey Team Changed a City ForeverbyDavid Paitson“Great book, great memories,
and great photos (you might be in it!)”By Brian on March 12, 2015This book is a fantastic read! I
have really enjoyed it thoroughly. I am not an avid reader, but I finished this in two sittings.David
Paitson brought back a lot of great memories and sheds light on a lot of what was going on
behind the scenes. There were a lot of things that went wrong or almost went wrong with the
Chill, and it is a lot of fun to hear about the experience from Mr Paitson's insider point of
view.What they did with the Chill in Columbus was truly unique and impressive from a lot of
perspectives, not just the on-ice product. I am grateful for all of the memories (and Fairground
Coliseum smells) which this book evoked.I also found myself laughing a lot while reading this
book. Sometimes, I laughed because I learned something funny and new. Other times, I laughed
because I remember the experience/event/promo so fondly or was reminded of ones I nearly
forgot. This was a fantastic trip down memory lane, and I got a bonus when I found a picture of
my sister, dad, grandfather, and myself cheering in the stands.Tales from the Indiana Hoosiers
Locker Room: A Collection of the Greatest Indiana Basketball Stories Ever Told (Tales from the
Team)By John Laskowski“Solid Stories!”By Christopher A. Bowman on July 1, 2013This book
had many enjoyable stories from Hoosierland and anecdotes of Hoosier Basketball. Laskowski
weaved the stories into a delicious helping of I.U. trivia!--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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United States of AmericaTo my wife, Dana, who has supported me and taught me how to love; to
my daughter, Claire McKinley, who is the light of my life; to my parents, Mike and Darlene, who
never missed a single game I played in; to my brothers, David and Phillip, who taught me how to
be tough; to the late Brian Tribble, whose life was truly inspirational; to Tim Cole, who taught me
the game of football; to Bill Oliver, whom I love like a father; to Justin McBurney, who showed me
the meaning of Auburn football; to the late Jim Fyffe, who embodied the very definition of the
Auburn Spirit; and to all my teammates who can relate to my story, to you this book is
dedicated.CONTENTSForewordAcknowledgmentsIntroductionChapter 1Ready or Not, Here I
ComeChapter 2New BeginningsChapter 3Flooded PlainsChapter 4Winds of ChangeChapter
5A Season RememberedAfterwordEpilogueEpilogue IIAppendixFOREWORDRaw D on 3! 1 . . .
2 . . . 3 . . . RAW—D!” When I heard Rob Pate shout these words, I knew then it was game time.
The quietness of the room during pregame meals let me know something special was in the
near future. The bus ride to the game where the conglomeration of everything from Master P and
R. Kelly to Guns ’n’ Roses and Hank Williams Jr. made me aware of a festive atmosphere.
Walking down Tiger Walk where family, friends, and maniac fans encouraged their favorite
soldiers energized me for the war that lay ahead. Walking around the field visualizing making
highlight plays narrowed the focus of my mind to a single objective. Warmups got the blood
flowing, and the screams from the crowd got the heart racing. But it wasn’t game time until Rob
Pate spoke.And he’s about to speak again.I hope you are ready for the journey you’re about to
take and the places you’re about to go, because you are going to hear and see things that you’ve
never heard or seen before. Forget about all of the fairy tales you’ve read in the newspaper or
seen on ESPN. This book wasn’t written by some reporter who played flag football with his
fraternity brothers, a lifelong Auburn fan who has never missed a game, or some PlayStation
warrior who never had the balls to put on a helmet. Rob Pate has been, is, and always will be a
winner, and this book is a winner as well. And when the clock finally runs out and you’ve read his
story, I know you also will feel like a winner. You are about to put on the helmet of No. 31 and see
through his eyes the four years he spent on the Plains.However, Rob’s story is like every college
football player’s story—the position or school doesn’t matter. So if you’ve ever wondered what
really goes on after the cameras are shut off, the fans leave, and the lights go out, get ready. The



pages ahead reveal the real life of a college athlete today. There is no sugar coating, and there
are no sweet words to make everybody happy. Just the truth.I lived with Rob our first two years at
Auburn, and I, along with everyone who has ever met him, know him as a lot of things, but never
a fake. And neither is his story. Reading the pages ahead is going to be like going through a
game yourself. It’s going to be a roller-coaster ride through emotions, injuries, and relationships,
and in the end you’re going to know the real deal. You’re going to know what college football is all
about. From the inside out.I love Rob Pate. I love who he is. I love what he stands for. I’ll be the
luckiest father in the world if one day just one of my children turns out like him. I can hear him
now just as I did our freshman year in Sewell Hall. He’s lying in the bunk bed above mine telling
me to quit talking. It’s almost game time.He’s got something to say. I hope you’re ready.Whit
SmithTeammate and roommateAuburn DE No. 421997–2000ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book
was made possible through the help and hard work of numerous people who wanted to see this
story told even more so than myself in some instances. Thanks are due to all who provided
chapter introductions: Tim Cole, Hal Riddle, Alex Lincoln, Phillip Lolley, and Phillip Pate. Thanks
to Whit Smith for the superb foreword he contributed and to Ben Leard for the sincere afterword.I
owe deep gratitude to Paul Finebaum and the Finebaum Radio Network for allowing me to
discuss the book on his immensely popular and widely heard radio program. This interview
sparked the interest that resulted in the publishing of this book. Also to Charles Wright, an
exceptional friend of mine who physically drove my manuscript to the Finebaum Radio Network,
an action that prompted the interview and allowed me the media exposure needed to raise
attention to my story.Thanks are in order to Chip Mercer of BookLink, Inc. in Birmingham,
Alabama, who listened to my interview on the Finebaum Network, read my manuscript, and put
me in contact with Sports Publishing L.L.C.Thanks to Scott Musgrave, an acquisitions editor at
Sports Publishing who walked me through all of the intricacies of the book business and contract
procedures, items I was an absolute novice on.Thanks to Elisa Bock Laird, a developmental
editor at Sports Publishing for keeping me straight on due dates, how things were developing,
and just being a professional and easy to work with. Her hard work and many suggestions
added significantly to this book, and her proficiency was remarkable.Thanks go out to Phillip
Marshall and Mark Murphy for providing excerpts from my book on the “Inside the Auburn
Tigers” web site. Also to Bill Cameron and Andy Burcham for allowing me time on their local
radio call-in show in the Auburn-Opelika area, station 1230AM WAUD.To Meredith Jenkins and
Kirk Sampson of the Auburn Media Relations Department for providing me with the vast majority
of the pictures featured in this book, as well as being two of the finest representatives Auburn
could hope to have.Thanks to all of my family, immediate and extended, and friends for reading
and listening to my work in progress at all of the various stages and for encouraging me to finish
what I had started.I especially need to thank my dad, Mike Pate, for his advice and willingness to
listen to my work. He was the editor before the editor.Special thanks to my wife for allowing me
to pursue this endeavor unopposed and without guilt for the time it took me away from my family.
What an extraordinary partner I have in Dana.Finally, as a believer in Christ Jesus, to Him I give



all glory, honor, and praise for allowing this book to reach its completion. I am a man of devout
Christian faith, and I hope that as you read this sentence, you know, for sure, where your eternity
lies. As the saying goes, “He who provides for this life, but does not take care for eternity is wise
for a moment, but a fool forever.”INTRODUCTIONIguess I’ve always known that college football
was the livelihood of this state. I think everyone who grows up in the state of Alabama knows and
appreciates the tradition and pageantry that comes with football, in particular college football at
Auburn University and the University of Alabama. Since I was five, football has been a way of life
for me. In this state, the ultimate goal and dream of just about every little boy is to wear the
orange and blue of Auburn or the crimson and white of Alabama. For four years I lived that
dream as an Auburn Tiger. I was a four-year defensive starter who played at Auburn in the midst
of a tremendous storm of controversy as well as unparalleled success. I played on two teams
that represented the western side of the conference in Atlanta as champions, and I played on
two teams that had miserable losing seasons. I played for Coach Terry Bowden, who holds the
record at Auburn for the best winning percentage of all time, and I played for Coach Tommy
Tuberville, who is one of the most sought after and respected coaches in all of the land. And
through all of this, I have been taking notes—mental notes that are fresh in my memory as well
as actual notes in my senior year journal. I want to share with you what this obsession is all
about. I want people to see the truth, both good and bad, for what it’s worth. I’ll take you on an
incredible journey from a little park in my hometown to the bright lights of Auburn football. I want
you to take a trip with me, No. 31, Rob Pate, so that I can introduce you to college football in the
new millennium.A Decade Later (2013)It has been ten years since I left off. Auburn football has
fielded two undefeated, uncanny football teams (2004, 2010) and has fired both head coaches
who guided those efforts. We witnessed the greatest quarterback play in college football history
climaxing in a magical national title run, as well as the most anemic offensive output Auburn fans
have ever witnessed via the Scott Loeffler-led attack. We’ve seen a treasured Auburn tradition
tarnished by the criminal act of a sick man, and an athletic department capable of generating
substantial revenue nevertheless diminishing returns with many of their high-revenue
sports.CHAPTER 1Ready or Not, Here I ComeBorn to play.I had the privilege of coaching Rob
Pate for five consecutive years beginning in 1985. I nicknamed him “Chubby” the very first year,
not because he was overweight, but because he was always starving himself to be under the
weight limit just so he could participate—and participate he did.He was a delightful youngster
with great desire, not to mention the fact that he was the most talented child I had ever seen.
Everything I wanted the kids to achieve as a team, we did. We posted five consecutive Alabama
Youth Football State Championships, and Rob Pate was the driver. He pushed himself so hard
that others followed. My job was easy. He led our team not only statistically, but also as a person.
He never boasted, and he could have. He scored 72 touchdowns in a single season. He never
was disrespectful, always the “awe-shucks” kind of kid, pointing to his teammates or his
coaches. If he enjoyed the attention and spotlight, I never saw him show it.In an era of taunting,
trash talking, and showboating, which was frustrating for an old-fashioned coach, Rob always



demonstrated class. I remember talking to him about keeping success in perspective,
challenging him to drive to make his parents proud not only of his playing abilities, but also of his
off-the-field attitude. I remember telling him it would pay great dividends one day.To this day, he
is the finest athlete that I personally have coached or known. I’m proud of that. I’m most proud of
the man he has become.Many thanks to Mike and Darlene for allowing a young coach to teach
the perfect football student. I will always cherish the memories.Tim ColeLittle League Football
Coach1985–1990Football started out as a fun way to pass the time. What began in my front yard
developed into a passion by the time I was in elementary school. Here I am with the Center Point
Stallions at age five. Courtesy of the author.Growing up in the small Birmingham suburb of
Center Point, sports was about the only thing my brothers and I had to do. During the fall, we
would play yard football. In the winter, basketball was the new thing. And in the spring, wiffle ball
was the neighborhood substitute for baseball. And even though all three of us played park
football and baseball, as well as church basketball at different age levels, the real games were
held between the three of us on the streets of Center Point. That’s where the competitive drive
and determination to be the absolute best first took root in us all. I mean, if you could beat your
brothers, you were the best in the world, right? Well, not exactly, but you couldn’t have told us
that.David was the oldest and by far the meanest. I can remember yard football games where he
would purposely wait until Phillip, the youngest, or I ran the ball near the street so that he could
tackle us onto the pavement instead of the grass. His game plan was simple: Pound them into
submission! And for years he did just that. He never gave us an inch, and he forced us to be
tougher than we thought we were capable of being.Pain was never an issue for him. I can vividly
remember a time when both of us screwed up and Dad was forced to spank us. Dad walked in
the room with a two by four that at that moment looked like the largest piece of lumber these
eyes had ever seen. David was first as he leaned over onto the bed like the professional that he
was when it came to receiving punishment. Dad began to pound him so hard that I turned my
head and began to cry for him. But after a couple of blows, I looked up at David and his face was
fixed with a wry grin. He said to me, “What are you crying for?” in a voice that said this is no big
deal at all. Dad saw that no pain was being inflicted on David, and so he didn’t even bother to
spank me, thank God. I knew from that point on that David was physically the toughest, meanest
person I had ever seen, and it was that toughness that he used against us that taught me the
first lesson of being an athlete: every great athlete must have a mean streak.My family has been
there for me on and off the field. (Back row) My parents, Mike and Darlene. (Front row) David,
me, and Phillip. Courtesy of the author.Well, if you knew me, you would probably bet the house
that a mean streak is nonexistent in these bones of mine. I’ve been described as shy, passive,
quiet, and laid back by those who know me best. But any former teammate of mine can attest to
my mean streak on the playing field. I think many of them were surprised and taken aback by my
aggressiveness and flat-out meanness on the gridiron. And if you think I am bad, you should see
Phillip. David was ten times tougher on Phillip than he was on me, and that’s extremely evident in
Phillip’s hard-hitting style of play. He’s the only person I know who can last two seasons at an



SEC institution playing middle linebacker at only 200 pounds.Obviously, growing up in our house
was tough. Not through any fault of my parents, but rather from the competitive spirit that the
three of us had. The competitiveness spilled over into all aspects of our daily lives. We fought
over everything, as I’m sure happens in every household with three boys. We competed for
superiority at video games, for who got to change the channels on the TV, and for who got to sit
in the front seat of the car on the way to school. Everything we did was a challenge for
supremacy. So when the time came for me to take my abilities and use them against others my
age, there was no one close to my level.Organized football began for me at the young age of
five. Although I wanted to play when I was four, league rules would not allow me to start until I
turned five years old. So as soon as they could, Mom and Dad took me up to Center Point Ball
Park to register me for the upcoming season. The Alabama Youth Football League (AYFL) was
set up by age and weight classes. Boys ages five through seven played together at a 70-pound
weight limit. You played an eight-game regular season against other parks in the Birmingham
area. Then there was a three-round playoff bracket culminating in a championship game played
at a local high school. Each park had a total of six teams ranging from the 70-pound squad up to
the 120-pound squad. Our park was a dominant force in the league. Numerous well known
athletes came through Center Point Ball Park, such as Phillip Doyle, Craig Bryant, and Jay
Barker, to name a few. Well, now it was my turn to lace up the cleats and shoulder pads to see if
football was for me.As a five-year-old playing on a team loaded with seven-year-olds, our
coaches didn’t give me much of a look. Although I was faster than everyone else on the Center
Point Stallions, I became the center and defensive end, of all positions! Most of us had to play
both ways because there were only 15 of us. We were known as the “Mean Fifteen.” My neighbor
and good friend Greg Miller was the quarterback, and we used to practice snaps in his front yard
to make sure the center-quarterback exchange was perfected. I have no idea what our record
ended up being that season, but I knew one thing: I loved to play this game.It wasn’t until my
second season of football that I really began to understand how to play this game as it was
supposed to be played. That season, the majority of my teammates and the team name moved
into the next age and weight level, but because I was only six years old, I had to remain with the
70-pound squad under their new name, the Center Point Roughriders. I was now a year older,
and we had a new coaching staff. The offensive coordinator was a gruff-sounding man named
Tim Cole. I became the quarterback for the Roughriders, and with the one exception of Coach
Bill Oliver, Tim Cole taught me more about football than any coach that I’ve ever been
associated with, and I’ve been associated with some darn good ones.That season was
extremely memorable for me, but the fact that it was the first time that I was called a champion
topped it off. We won the AYFL title by beating Huffman, our biggest rival, in overtime. For a
young kid, just beginning to play the game, the success of winning a title gave me immense
confidence and motivated me to be the best at the sport, year in and year out.After that season,
the Roughriders moved to the 80-pound level, and I was once again limited to the 70-pound
level because of my age. But the majority of our coaches, including Coach Tim, stayed with my



age group.Coach Tim. I could write an entire book filled with Tim Cole stories. At the time, he
worked for a cable company in Birmingham, and because of his job, he would always drive his
large white cable truck to practice. I can vividly remember pulling into the ballpark, seeing that
white truck, and thinking to myself, “Damn! Why couldn’t someone’s cable box have blown up
today?” I knew that practice was going to be difficult, because he always made it especially
difficult for me. He demanded from his six-year-old quarterback nothing less than perfection in
games and even more so in practice. Did you catch that last line? Six years old! One, two, three,
four, five, six! Perfection! I couldn’t even pronounce perfection! But nonetheless, it was
demanded of me on a daily basis, and I’m thankful for that. If Coach Tim had not come into my
life, I would have been half the athlete that I am today. He came along at the perfect time in a
young athlete’s life and taught me how to push myself to achieve greatness.Coach Tim was a
huge Alabama fan, so much so that he would tell me constantly how great it would be to run onto
the field wearing that “crimson helmet.” He would later become Alabama’s best recruiter. At
home, Mom and Dad were big-time ’Bama fans, so I was surrounded with crimson and white
stuff. In the second grade, I received a letter from Alabama coach Bill Curry. It congratulated my
team on a tremendous championship season, as well as my individual success that season
(2,572 yards and 64 touchdowns in 18 games). He also stated how much he appreciated my
hard work in the classroom and how much he looked forward to me becoming a future Crimson
Tider.So naturally, I became a diehard Alabama fan through thick and thin. Iron Bowls meant the
world to me. When Bo went over the top, I remember Dad throwing a stuffed football at the
television and feeling sick for “my team.” When Van Tiffin kicked the game-winning 52-yard field
goal, I remember my entire family jumping for joy in the living room, probably one jump away
from falling through our floor. I can say without caution that Alabama football had swept over me
and was a driving force behind everything I did in my life, from age six on. I had developed an
intense hatred of Auburn (or “Aubrin” as we used to pronounce it), but hey, I was from
Birmingham. Isn’t everyone in Birmingham an Alabama fan? Just joking.Now seven years old,
this would be my last year at the 70-pound level, and from here on out, I would move up through
the league with my new team, the Center Point Gators. To make a long Little League career
short, I played five more seasons with the Gators. We won the AYFL title every year. As a matter
of fact, we lost only two games in five seasons. Our record was 70-something and two. And one
of those losses was extremely controversial. We were beyond the description of dominant; we
were a youth-league dynasty, the toast of the park, if you will, that still is talked about to this day.
Needless to say, we had some major talent on our ball club. If we could have all stayed together
throughout high school, there’s not a doubt in my mind that we would have won the state
championship. The lessons we learned from being Center Point Gators and from coaches like
Tim Cole were immeasurable. They taught us the values of teamwork, discipline, character, and
how to handle success. And because we were so successful, the area junior high coaches were
grinning from ear to ear, just waiting to get their hands on us.I actually began playing junior high
football a year earlier than most of the kids my age. Instead of finishing my career at Center Point



by playing with the 120-pound Gator team, I chose to play for my junior high team, the Erwin
Eagles. I participated in Erwin’s spring training while at Center Point Elementary, so without
question, it was pretty doggone tough. Because of time constraints, I had to take my football
pants to school and change into them in the school bathroom every day at about 2:15 p.m. Mom
would then check me out of school for the last half-hour and quickly drive me over to the junior
high for practice. I was the only sixth grader from my elementary school who was crazy enough
to do this, and I was one of only two sixth-graders who went through spring training that year.
The other foolish sixth-grader was a guy named Jay Sanders, who became my best
friend.Junior high football obviously was very different from the park ball that I had played my
entire life. For starters, age was a factor. I was playing with guys in the eighth and ninth grades,
and not many seventh graders decided to play the first season of junior high ball. Also, I was
introduced quite harshly to the weight room. I hadn’t picked up weights in my entire life. But from
looking around the locker room, it was evident I had to get stronger, even though physically I was
already as tall or taller than most guys on the squad because I hit a growth spurt in sixth grade.
Seven inches in three months! And lastly, there was an enormous change in the speed of the
game. With all of these changes, I wondered, “Am I in over my head?”Well, not exactly. I ended
up starting on both sides of the ball, playing fullback on offense and cornerback on defense. But
a seventh-grade starter was just too much for one parent in particular to take. The parent of my
backup at cornerback (a ninth-grader) wrote a letter to the coaching staff saying how
embarrassing and completely ludicrous it was to have a seventh-grader get so much playing
time. I didn’t know about the letter until my senior year in high school when some of my coaches
jokingly shared this information with me.TV TIMEOUT—Parents, let your kids’ coaches coach.
They probably know what they’re doing! There’s nothing more annoying than a parent who’s
always coaching from the stands. Teach your kids some discipline and maturity by holding your
tongue at their sporting events. If you’re always “fixing” the situation for your children, they’ll
never learn the lessons that sports can teach them.I don’t mean to tell you how to raise your
children. It’s just I’ve seen a lot of kids hate and even quit athletics simply because their parents
were overbearing. Take that for what it’s worth.The next season I played quarterback and safety
for the junior high team. Physically, I had gotten much stronger and was already looking forward
to my ninth-grade year when finally I would be one of the oldest guys on the team.Well, things
didn’t exactly happen as I had planned. Instead of being the oldest on the junior high team, I
became the youngest player on the high school team. I was pulled up as a ninth grader to initially
be the backup quarterback to the senior starter. Instead, I became a two-way starter at safety
and tailback as a freshman.My high school head coach was an inspiring leader named Hal
Riddle. If his name sounds familiar, it is because he guided the Clay-Chalkville Cougars to the
Class 6A state title in 1999 and currently is the head football coach for the Hewitt-Trussville
Huskies. Coach Riddle is the greatest Christian man whom I have ever known. To have him as a
head coach in high school was a tremendous privilege for us simply because of the type of man
he was. In the four years I played for the man, he never said a curse word. Never! And we all



know how difficult teenagers can be. Aside from football—I believe he is an offensive genius—
the man taught us about the facts of life. He taught us to be responsible, punctual, thoughtful,
and honest and to be men of integrity. He was and is today a tremendous role model for me. So I
say to Coach Riddle, “Thank you!”Coach Hal Riddle, my high school football coach, became a
role model for me while I played for him. What he taught me I took with me to college. Courtesy
of the author.The great coaching and character didn’t by any means stop with the head man. It
filtered down from Coach Riddle to his assistant coaches. Each coach at Erwin High School had
a positive effect on my life, whether it was athletically, spiritually, or mentally through
encouragement. My position coach in football, as well as my head basketball coach, Dale
Patrick, is an incredible Christian, who still keeps in contact with my family and me to this day.
My defensive coordinator and the head baseball coach, Johnny Metcalf, was the fiery one of the
bunch; as one Plainsman to another, he still sends me e-mail messages. The coach who was
the happiest following my eventual commitment to Auburn was Chris Moss. Coach Moss was my
offensive position coach for my sophomore through senior years following my position change
from tailback to wingback. He calls periodically to make sure all is well with Dana and me. The
comedian of the group, Coach Jeff Estes, could always make me laugh no matter what. That
may have been the most important quality of them all. They were a remarkable group of
coaches, but more importantly, they were all fine Christian men, and I’m proud to call them my
friends.The memories and friendships made in high school are unforgettable and irreplaceable.
From the ninth grade through my senior year, each team holds a special place in my heart, and
friendships were made that will last a lifetime. Friends such as Jay Sanders, Jeff Hickman, and
Christopher Martin made high school special and memorable for me, and I thought about them
every time I suited up as an Auburn Tiger.You know, after four years of college football, I’ve
played in some big games as an Auburn Tiger, but every time a group of players gets together
and starts talking football, it’s the high school games that we always bring up. After all this time,
I’ve figured out why that is. It’s because high school football is football in its purest form. Football
in high school is just a game and nothing more, and once you go through the political world of
college football, the past becomes incredibly attractive.Brian Tribble, the “Voice of the Erwin
Eagles” and a close friend of my family, and Dana share a moment at Homecoming my junior
year. Courtesy of the author.My high school football career was a tremendous success thanks to
many elements that came together for me. For starters, the good Lord blessed me with athletic
talent, and I was always sure to give credit where credit was due. I had excellent coaches who
were fine Christian men, who respected us enough to teach us how to be not only great players,
but also extraordinary men. I had tremendously talented teammates, who either threw a
devastating block, zipped in a pass, or pressured a quarterback, which made me look better
than I really was. Finally, I had my parents and a girlfriend constantly praying for me.TV TIMEOUT
—For everyone who has told me that my high school sweetheart would be just a passing
relationship, I say to you thanks for the laughs and the motivation. You have helped me become
a better husband to her!What did all this mean for me, the high school football player? It meant



being named to the Super All-State Team two consecutive years. It meant, on offense, 40 career
touchdowns, and on defense 18 career interceptions. (I know what you’re saying. “He could
catch in high school! What happened?” Any former teammate of mine at Auburn can attest to my
propensity to drop the easiest of interceptions.) It also meant All-American status and major
college recognition.The recruiting process is a funny thing. You hear so many different things
from different people about what being recruited to play major college football is all about. To
me, you make it as easy and fun or as difficult and miserable as you want—and for me it was
extremely fun.As I’ve already told you, I grew up a passionate Alabama fan. But something
happened to me that really opened my eyes to that university on the eastern side of the state.TV
TIMEOUT—This is a warning to Alabama fans who have never visited Auburn: All it took was
one visit for me, and that was it. I fell in love!
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Steven J. Smallwood, “An inside look at SEC football. This book gives amazing insight into the
ups and downs of SEC football from the eyes and heart of someone who lived it first hand. It is a
must read for Auburn Fans as well as all fans of college football. This shows what the players go
through on a day to day basis, not just what happens on Saturday afternoon. It really makes you
appreciate the players as young men and as students, not just as football players. This gives the
'true' picture of college football from a players point of view.”

bogie1228, “Great Book!. Great read. I enjoy Robs view on his book and his life story and behind
the scenes of the NCAA life!”

LLEE143, “Great book for any Auburn fan. Robs events took place right before I went to Auburn
so it's great to read about the foundation he helped lay before the 04 undefeated team, which
was my senior year. Great perspective about what goes into the preparation for a game and how
hard it is to succeed in the SEC. War Eagle!”

The book by Rob Pate has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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